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Bachelor, Master and doctoral
students receive comprehensive
multidisciplinary training at all eight
partner institutions, developing a
European identity in a multicultural
and multilingual setting. This next
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generation of scientists and engineers
will have access to cutting-edge
infrastructure for basic, translational
and applied research while we help
them become the transformative
leaders of society, industry and the
academic world.
NeurotechEU also actively promotes
life-long learning and, working
together with more than 250 partner
organizations, will help Europe
become the global leader in brain
research and technology.

Contact
neurotecheu@uni-bonn.de

Priorities and
Project Activities
• Consolidation of all existing University of Bonn
courses in the broad range of content offered
by NeurotechEU and inclusion in the Campus+
virtual teaching and learning platform, as well
as providing advice to students and interested
parties at the partner universities about the
courses offered by the University of Bonn

Vision of NeurotechEU
From health and healthcare to learning
and education, neuroscience offers
great promise to provide brain-centred
or brain-inspired solutions that
address some of the most pressing
social and economic challenges facing
Europe. NeurotechEU aims to be a key
player in achieving this vision.
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• Maintenance of contacts with associated
partners in Germany, acquisition of partners to
provide their own courses in NeurotechEU and
participate in transfer-oriented projects
• Expansion of university partnerships within
the framework of the European University
that go beyond the narrow technical context
by initiating and promoting bilateral and
multilateral cooperation projects (synergy
projects)
• Provision of target group-oriented, needsbased online courses in German as a foreign
language that can be attended by students at
partner universities and recognized in as many
foreign degree programs as possible

